This work presents research results on a novel analytical model of electromagnetic systems coupling through small size holes. The key problem regarding interactions of two cavities through an aperture in separating screen of finite thickness without making assumption on smallness of any parameters is considered. We are the first to calculate on the base of rigorous electromagnetic approach the coupling coefficients of the cylindrical cavities within the limit of small aperture and infinitely thin separating screen. However, the accurateness olf the proposed techniques cannot be proven within the framework of the models considered.
IN T R 0 DUCT ION
The problem of electromagnetic systems coupling has been in the focus of scientific attention for over 40 years.
The approach of tackling this problem with the use of the concepts of equivalent electric and magnetic dipole moments, suggested in [1, 2] , proved to be fruitful. On its base various electromagnetic characteristics of interacting objects have been studied (see [3- Development of such methods would permit not only to assess the region of applicability of "static" results, but also to expand the frontiers of problems regarding RF-interactions that can be rigorously solve (correct evaluation of the separating screen thickness, the vicinity of walls, etc.) It must be noted that several efforts were made to push forward the frontier of applicability of the "static" approach [4, 10] .
However, the accurateness olf the proposed techniques cannot be proven within the framework of the models considered.
Development of novel analytical method for investigation of electromagnetic systems coupling through small-size apertures is also important considering the fact that there are difficulties of utilization the widely developed electromagnetic simulations techniques in this particular area. These difficulties are aissociated with the requirements of very high precision mathematical models to be used for small coupling holes, since: the relative correctness of a model has to be smaller than the coupling coefficients.
BASIC EQUATIONS AND RESULTS
Let us consider two ideal conducting co-axial cylindrical cavities coupled tlhrough a cylindrical aperture of the radius a in the separating planar screen of the thickness t.
The radii and lengths of the first and second cavities will be However, this set of equations has three drawbacks that make it difficult to carry out both analytical investigations and numerical calculations. Firstly, the structure of this set of equations does not yield a possibility to obtain analytical results, in particular, in the well studded limit t=O and a+O.
Secondly, this set is two-dimensional, and it is necessary to have great calculative resources to solve it. Thirdly, owing to the presence of field peculiarities at acute angles of the hole in the screen the coefficients VL!;::k, P decrease slowly with increasing indices. Our studies show that this set of equations can be reduced to such a form that has no first or second On this way, we put forward a novel analytical model for studding the coupling of two cavities through an aperture in separating screen of finite thickness without making assumption on smallness of any parameters.
